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ABSTRACT
The proposed system deals with efficient authentication mechanism for genuine
user’s payload insertion in cybernetic locations. The information is converted into small
payload in cybernetic device readable signals. The signals being sent from a cybernetic
device to another cybernetic device via cybernetic knob. Interrupt the payload by
sending authentication mediator associated with source cybernetic device, inject the
payload into scrutinizing authentication agent by a transmission channel through
cybernetic knob. Scrutinize whether payload allowed for transmission, upon
determining the payload is allowed, insert payload into source authentication mediator
via transmission channel and forwarding payload to the destination cybernetic device
via cybernetic knob.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of internet, the expectation of users towards copulation has rapidly increased.
Not only increased speed but also correct information is expected to be transferred amongst
different users. The users should be legitimate and the information should be authentic.
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Technology has been kind enough to support the expectation. Since any years, scientists are
working hard to achieve better results by upgrading the technology now and then.
They have tried with virtual private network, software defined network, cloud computing
and the list goes endless. Virtual private network has given any advantages like robustness,
increased speed in computation, scalability and authenticate service. Various protocols are
implemented to transfer packets after checking the authenticity of the packets.
Software defined network works forwarding and control planes. The forwarding plane finds
the logic how to forward incoming payload based on the MAC address, IP address and VLAN
ID. The software decides whether to drop or forward the packet considering various parameters
like authenticity and correct port to forward the packet. SDN gives ways for network control
and it performs this functionality using its control plane and the controllers.
Another important aspect is cloud computing. Cloud and grid computing means robustness
and excessive storage of data. Cloud also reduces computational cost and keeps the data
protected.
The above mentioned technology has their own disadvantages as none of the guarantees
immunity of service as they are purely based on internet connection. There can be hardware
failure and they are open to attack.
In order to reduce the risk of all the threats, our proposed system works on the concept of
virtual world and pledges to keep the users data ore safe. So we introduce the concept of
Cybernetic Environment.

2. RELATED WORK
Moye Fraser [2002], Virtual private network helps the remote users to access secured network
via non secure public network. For secured communication we need Firewalls for protection.
Firewall helps to implement various control policies. Firewall protects the network from untrusted public network i.e. the internet.
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Figure 1 Virtual Private Network Architecture
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Wolfgang Braun and Michael Menth [2014] Software –defined networking in the recent
years has gained lots of importance as it implements software in complex networking domain.
SDN uses the Open Flow Protocol. The Open Flow Protocol is built of switches and control
plane. The control channel connects the switches with the control plane. There are few Open
Flow Controllers for communicating with the switches.
David Hucaby [2004] Packets are to be forwarded between arbitrary hosts in the network.
They should be forwarded in such a way that there should be performance optimization and
scalability is increased. The technique applied is inter and intra domain routing. The packet
forwarding mechanism matches the address of the incoming packet with the destination
address. If there is a match found, then the packet is directed to the chosen output link. There
is a switching fabric that directs packet from the input link to the output link. Various traffic
control algorithms are used that helps to direct the traffic efficiently. The traffic is only given a
clean cheat, after it is authenticated against various inbuilt algorithms.
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Figure 2 Cryptography Process

Dan Boneh Victor Shoup [August 17, 2015] There is a threat when a person with ale
intention poses as a genuine user and tries to access the protected resources. The most widely
used technique is Cryptography to track such attackers. Cryptography encrypts a plain text data
in such a way that it becomes difficult for an in genuine user to understand. The original data
is locked and the key to open it lies with legitimate users only.
Alexa Huth and James Cebula [2011] With the advent of cloud computing paradigm, the
cost of computing is decreased with the increase in storage and efficient delivery system. The
proposed system is based on the idea of cloud computing and guarantees to give much enhanced
features. As cloud provides better authentication of genuine users, so does our proposed system.
Another important feature that goes beyond comparison is the robustness of cloud environment.
The proposed system also promises to give users a robust environment for payload
transmission.
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Figure 3 Cloud Computing Environment
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system provides a high-speed authentication scrutiny in cybernetic locations. The
cybernetic solutions provide authenticated software with a choice to hook into all cybernetic
network associations. The hooking to securitize all cybernetic network traffic, both in
performance and in optimization of operating cost of the authentication process in the
cybernetic locations. The performance enhancement may give way a boost in traffic scrutiny
by a payload forwarding schemes. With this we will be able to offer the capability to
competently and clearly forward system traffic between cybernetic network link and
authenticating cybernetic device.
The proposed system has an ability to connect authentication agent on each port of a
cybernetic knob. Such authentication agents have the ability to inject payload, received by an
authentication agent, into a different port. The packet of data then undergoes authentication
scrutiny, and is injected back into the cybernetic knob.
The proposed system provides for the first time a method for efficient authentication
mechanism for scrutinizing in cybernetic locations, the system includes: (a) providing payload,
in device-readable signals, being sent from a source cybernetic device to a destination
cybernetic device via a cybernetic knob; (b) interrupting the payload by a source cybernetic
agent associated with the source cybernetic device; (c) injecting the payload into an scrutinizing
authentication agent associated with a source cybernetic device via a direct transmission
channel which bypasses the cybernetic knob; (d) forwarding the payload to the source
cybernetic device by employing a packet-forwarding mechanism; (e) determining, by the
source cybernetic device, whether the payload is allowed for transmission; (f) upon
determining the payload is allowed, injecting the payload back into the source authentication
agent via the direct transmission channel; (g) forwarding the payload to the receiving
cybernetic device via the virtual knob; (h) determining, by the source cybernetic agent, whether
the payload is allowed for communication; (i) upon determining the data packet is allowed,
continuing to step (g); (j) upon determining the data packet is not allowed, dropping the data
packet; (k) upon determining the payload is permitted, tagging the payload as a clean
scrutinized label; (l) injecting the clean scrutinized label by a destination authentication agent
and destination cybernetic agent related with the destination cybernetic device; (m)
scrutinizing, by the destination cybernetic agent, whether an incoming payload has a clean
scrutinized label; and (n) upon determining the incoming payload has the clean scrutinized
label, transmitting the received payload to the destination cybernetic device.
The authentication cybernetic device includes at least one authentic module nominated from
the cluster comprising of a firewall, a Virtual Private Network (VPN), an Intrusion Prevention
System (IPS), a Data-Loss Prevention (DLP) system, an Intrusion Detection System (IDS), a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) filter, a web filter and a malware filter.
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DATAFLOW DIAGRAM OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
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4. CONCLUSION
The proposed system provides a high-speed authentication system in cybernetic locations. The
system uses authenticated software to check network traffic into all cybernetic locations. The
software also provides optimization in performance and operating cost in the authentication
process. As there is a performance enhancement, there is also a boost in traffic scrutiny by the
payload forwarding scheme.
The proposed system can competently forward system traffic between cybernetic network
link with the help of cybernetic authentication agent. The traffic checking mechanism is
comparatively much more efficient using the cybernetic authentication agent and provides
better results than directly passing the traffic between cybernetic knob and destination
cybernetic device. The proposed system attaches the authenticating agent to each port of a
cybernetic knob. The cybernetic knob along with the authenticating agent can forward the
traffic to one of its other port. The proposed system increases the reliability and performance to
a much greater extent.
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